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*Numbers based on monthly averages in 2014 and 2015.
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Viewers: men and women ages 7-70 with interests 
in adventure, health, wellness, nutrition, climbing, 
outdoor sports, travel, self-improvement, lifestyle, 
yoga, environmentalism, animal protection and 
veganism.  Fans are highly engaged and brand loyal. 
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ABOUT ME
I’m a professional climber, base jumper, wingsuit 
flyer and writer with a solid audience and 
presence across multiple social media platforms.  

I’ve been climbing for 24 years and I’m known as one of the 
top climbers and base jumpers in the world.  I live in Moab, 
Utah and I travel across the US and Europe to have 
adventures and share them with my viewers.  I have several 
fantastic sponsors, and I work hard to strengthen their 
brands through my content and outreach.  I’m also a public 
speaker and author of 2 books.   I use my social platforms 
to post my own photos, blog posts and videos as well as 
external media interviews, articles and film projects.

Stephdavis.co Blog
I started my blog in 2007, and it has grown steadily since. I post about climbing, flying, travel,
vegan cooking, training, nutrition, community, books, wellness and simple living. I also have a 
unique category called “Hi Steph” to respond to questions and topics from readers about 
anything ranging from which coffee maker to choose to dealing with fear to how to travel in a van. 
Product reviews and vegan recipes are another top feature on my blog.

BRAND RELATIONSHIPS
I partner with brands in a variety of ways including brand ambassadorship, licensing, 
social influencing and events. 

STEPH DAVIS IS AN ICONIC NAME IN CLIMBING.
Contact me to inquire about sponsorship and relationship opportunities.


